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Does the swagger of a sure-footed butch make you swoon? Do your knees go weak when you see

a femme straighten her stockings? A duet between two sorts of women, butch/femme is a potent

sexual dynamic. Tristan Taormino chose her favorite butch/femme stories from the Best Lesbian

Erotica series, which has sold over 200,000 copies in the 16 years she was editor. And if you think

you know what goes in in the bedroom between femmes and butches, these 22 shorts will delight

you with erotic surprises. In Joy Parks's delicious "Sweet Thing," the new femme librarian in town

shows a butch baker a new trick in bed. The stud in "Tag!," by D. Alexandria, finds her baby girl

after a chase in the woods by scent alone. And the girl in a pleated skirt gets exactly what she wants

from her Daddy in Peggy Munson's "The Rock Wall." Sometimes She Lets Me shows that it's all

about attitude â€” predicting who will wind up on top isn't easy in stories by S. Bear Bergman,

Rosalind Christine Lloyd, Samiya A. Bashir, and many more.
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Loved the different stories. If you like erotica this one is it. 4 starts only because of short stories.



Just wishing for more .....

As a self-identified femme and lover of all masculine-identified/butch/trans queers for the past 10

years, I'm always on the hunt for decent butch/femme erotica. My erotica book collection is

extremely extensive, so I feel like I've read enough lesbian erotica to know a good book when I read

one... and this one really delivers. I was so happy to find this book! My gf and I are on our second

time of reading it. There's a good variety of scenarios, of characters, and of hot sex. You won't be

disappointed.

I absolutely loved the short story "Sweet Thing ". Because this book has so many different kinds of

stories you will for sure find something that you like but you will also find stuff that you don't identify

with at all. However, sometimes it's interesting to find out what other people are into too. You can

find some great authors through this book.

Couldnt even make it through the whole book... I just didn't find it as exciting as other books I've

read of the same nature.

Excellent collection of super hot short stories.

98% of the stories I found to be awsome... but there were one or two that I skipped altogether after

reading a couple of minutes. There are not too many Butch/Femme erotic short story books out

there so I would definetly recommend to everyone to add to their collection

I liked the book until I got to the story about "sun" and how, once they find out that she is trans*, that

the author switches pronouns immediately, as though her anatomy somehow is more important than

who she truly is on the inside. That kinda ticked me off, huge trigger if transphobia annoys you.

I've found its tough to find a really good collection of erotica - sure any collection will have some that

we love and some that we may not, but we want to find a collection that we enjoy the vast majority

and that offers a diverse collection that entertains and stimulates the mind and body. This collection

does that. And - speaking as a straight female that is also a love and relationship coach, I enjoyed

the details about relationships that I'm not personally familiar with and could learn more about.I

normally prefer to read books instead of listen to audio books because I want the opportunity to



interpret the content in my own way. Maybe that's the author in me trying to take charge :) But I was

intrigued when I saw the information about this in Tristan Taormino's newsletter because I've seen

so many great things about her work. So, I had to give it a try and I'm very glad I did. I took a while

to listen only listened to one story at a time, letting each one sink in before moving on to the next.

And I thoroughly enjoyed most of them. But I can say - there is definitely something for everyone -

and interesting new ideas and in my relationship writing, coaching and radio show I highly

recommend trying new ideas being creative :) Of all the ideas - my favorite is definitely the

mechanic's creeper scene....
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